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A fresh take on endurance and strength-building workouts, this yoga book represents the next

step forward for reaching your physical peakBody Sculpting with Yoga’s innovative new

approach to strength building combines unique body-weight and resistance training exercises

with traditional yoga practices. Even if you have never tried a yoga workout, you can still feel

comfortable with this dynamic approach to training. Including nutritional guidelines, warm-up

routines, and motivated guidance, Gwen Lawrence’s revolutionary program empowers you to

achieve defined arms and shoulders, lean sexy abs, and a strong, sculpted body.With easy to

follow instructions, clear photographs, and extensive information on yoga techniques and

strength-building tips, Body Sculpting with Yoga provides a comprehensive guide to this unique

fitness approach, making these powerful workouts accessible to people of all fitness levels.

“Gwen is great. She always makes you feel like you can do it!” —Hoda Kotb, television news

anchor and co-host of NBC’s Today show --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.About the AuthorGwen Lawrence has been a practicing fitness professional

since 1990. Her current practice includes private yoga training, class instruction, her sport-

specific Power Yoga for Sports training program, and her VYX™ (Vinyasa Yoga Extreme)

system. Gwen is the yoga instructor for several New York Yankees baseball players, team yoga

instructor for the New York Giants and New York Knicks, and many youth teams in a variety of

sports. Her writing appears in Men’s Health, Women’s Health, Fitness, Shape, and Yoga

Journal. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. ©

Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Body Sculpting with Yoga will show you how to

achieve your health and fitness goals through the powerful sculpting, toning, and strength-

building benefits of yoga-inspired exercises.It is not my intention to scare or intimidate you

about my life’s work with professional athletes. Quite the contrary. I tell you my journey so you

can rest assured that the exercises and workouts in this book have been built off of my time-

tested techniques and will bring results.In Body Sculpting with Yoga, I give you the basics of

yoga and then bump it up with weights and repetitions, along with creative series, so even if

you have never tried a yoga workout, you can still feel comfortable with this hybrid approach to

training. I ask that you just do it!There are no excuses. The first step is reading this book and

the next step is taking action. Set your goals, set your intention, and set your pace, then watch

what happens. You’ll notice increased energy levels, an improved body image, and better

sleep. Be a doer, not a watcher, and redefine your purpose to achieve fitness goals you never

thought possible.Every day, I help people transform their lives from good to great, helping my

clients reach their highest potential using my power yoga for sports philosophy to Attain fitness,

find Balance, Create goals, and Define personal happiness in work, school, family, and life the

way only an intuitive yogi and seasoned mom can. Now let’s get started building the body

you’ve always wanted!—Excerpt from the Introduction by Gwen Lawrence --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Praise for Gwen Lawrence“Gwen has been the yoga coach for the New York Giants all of the

years I’ve been in the franchise. Our players flock to her sessions to improve their flexibility,

balance, and breathing awareness. She has had a tremendous impact on our performance

enhancement.”—Bill Sheridan, Assistant Coach, New York Giants“I have worked with Gwen for

only a couple of months and I have recognized tremendous gains in my flexibility, core

strength, and balance which are essential to staying healthy and explosive. I consider myself

lucky to have learned as much from Gwen as I have in such a short time.”—Kevin Booth,

Offensive Guard, New York Giants“The Yankees have utilized Gwen Lawrence’s services as an

alternative way of providing the core stabilizations program of our players through her system

of Power Yoga for Sports. I have found her to be extremely professional and look forward to

working with her more.”—Brian Cashman, Senior Vice President and General Manager, New

York Yankees“Gwen is great. She always makes you feel like you can do it!”—Hoda Kotb,

television news anchor and co-host of NBC’s Today show“Gwen Lawrence has been a

personal friend of mine for over 10 years. She has developed a unique profession that utilizes

the best from the worlds of yoga and massage therapy. She combines conventional stretching,

strength, and balance training with the teachings of mental discipline and breath awareness, all

of which are so vital in the world of professional athletics.”—Frank Gifford, NFL Hall of

Famer“We have been a client of Gwen Lawrence’s for 12 years and cannot give her a stronger

recommendation. She has given us a tremendous boost in taking care of our various aches

and pains and sports injuries over the years.”—Joy & Regis Philbin“Gwen Lawrence has been

a trusted friend for many years. More than just a friend, she has helped me maintain my health

and rehab me through surgeries and injuries. Without a doubt, she is one of the finest teachers

and practitioners in the whole country. Gwen Lawrence can change your life.”—Regis Philbin,

television personality and host of “Live! with Regis and Kelly”“We have worked with Gwen and

her Power Yoga for Sports system for years and have found not only her style, but also her

methods, to be as approachable as the girl next door. Far from scaring anyone off, Gwen’s

teachings make the practice of yoga something that anyone can do, at any time.”—Lee

Woodruff, author of In an Instant and contributing reporter for “CBS This Morning”“You have

prepared me for everybody and anybody. There is nothing I can’t do that they ask of me, and I

know how to listen to them explain what they want. Thank you for teaching me how to grow

confident in my own body! This is an immeasurable gift!”—Christina Mason, competitive

squash playerHatherleigh Press is committed to preserving and protecting the natural

resources of the earth. Environmentally responsible and sustainable practices are embraced

within the company’s mission statement.Visit us at and register online for free offers, discounts,

special events, and more.Body Sculpting with YogaText copyright © 2015 Gwen LawrenceAll

rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or

transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic or otherwise, without written permission

from the publisher.Cover and Print Interior Design by Heather MagnanClothing provided by

lululemon athletica® () and Under Armour® ()v3.1ContentsCoverTitle

PageCopyrightDedicationIntroductionPART I: BODY SCULPTING WITH YOGAChapter 1:

About the ExercisesTypes of MovesDo’s and Don’ts of the WorkoutChapter 2: Benefits of Body

Sculpting with YogaPhysical Benefits of YogaMental and Emotional Benefits of

YogaTransforming Your BodyChapter 3: Nutrition TipsClean Eating GuideTiming Your

MealsFood CombiningThe When and What of EatingSample Meal PlanChapter 4: About the

WorkoutsPrepping for Your WorkoutHow to Follow the WorkoutsChapter 5: Setting Your Fitness



GoalsFocusing Your GoalsTips for Writing Powerful GoalsTips for Staying on TrackPART II:

THE BODY SCULPTING WITH YOGA WORKOUTChapter 6: Warm-Ups and Cool-DownsPre-

Workout: Assessment PosesPost-Workout: Long Deep HoldsChapter 7: The ExercisesFloor

PosesStanding PosesInversionsSeated PosesWeightlifting MovesChapter 8: The

WorkoutsBeginner (Weeks 1-6)Intermediate (Weeks 1-6)Advanced (Weeks 1-6)Index of

ExercisesDedicationI completely dedicate this book and its inspiration to the love of my lifeMy

husbandMy one and onlyWho does everythingSo I can pursueMy lifeMy dreamsMy

purposeM.E.&B.T.C.IntroductionGwen Lawrence, fitness professional and creator of the Power

Yoga for Sports training program and the VYX™ (Vinyasa Yoga Extreme) system.I have been a

dancer since the age of 3. It was a world far different from the current Dance Moms mentality;

dance kept me on the straight and narrow, committed and organized. I continued dancing

through high school as a principal contributor and leader of the company. My dance teacher

was strict and crystal clear on her objectives. At the time, I resented her style, but I now realize

her approach was the seed that spawned my no-nonsense, tough love approach to teaching

yoga to high-level athletes today, so thank you, Mrs. Kopp. My love of dance continued through

college as my minor and eventually set the stage for my love of movement and my ability to

choreograph the original body sculpting yoga flow series that are found in this book.I have

been a working fitness professional since the age of 18. I placed fourth in Miss Fitness

America when I was in college and have always loved the feeling of lifting weights and cross-

training my body. I worked and ran fitness facilities and created programs to help people reach

their fitness goals. I even trained in step aerobics until the minute my first son was born. It is

not surprising that he loves fitness and thrives on working out as all my sons do … they were

exposed in utero!After college I attended The Swedish Institute College of Health Sciences in

New York City and have been a massage therapist to the stars and elite athletes since 1990.

With massage, I have worked with physical therapists, in fitness facilities, with chiropractors,

and on doctor referral. All of this experience has given me a deep knowledge and

understanding of how the body works and rehabilitates, and also how to train the body to

maximize performance. To be a yoga teacher you are required to study only 20 hours of

anatomy, yet I easily have 100 times that and growing. (I know this because I own a Yoga

Alliance-accredited yoga school, Laws of Yoga School of Yoga, where I teach people to

become yoga instructors!)Finally, I have a unique ability to read bodies. I position my clients

and athletes to analyze them for imbalances and symmetry that inevitably (if left unaddressed)

will lead to injury. Leaving symmetry problems unresolved is like never rotating the tires on your

car and then just driving and driving on the balding tire until it blows! I have people around the

world sending me photos to analyze their posture, and I help to relieve some nagging

mysterious pains. To me, it’s all about preventing injury in the first place and enhancing

performance thereafter.What Can This Workout Do for You?Many of you are likely busy and

motivated women, overworked moms, or just someone looking to bring better health habits into

their life. Body Sculpting with Yoga will show you how to achieve your health and fitness goals

through the powerful sculpting, toning, and strength-building benefits of yoga-inspired

exercises.It is not my intention to scare or intimidate you about my life’s work with professional

athletes. Quite the contrary. I tell you my journey so you can rest assured that the exercises

and workouts in this book have been built off of my time-tested techniques and will bring

results.In Body Sculpting with Yoga, I give you the basics of yoga and then bump it up with

weights and repetitions, along with creative series, so even if you have never tried a yoga

workout, you can still feel comfortable with this hybrid approach to training. I ask that you just

do it! There are no excuses. The first step is reading this book and the next step is taking



action. Set your goals, set your intention, and set your pace, then watch what happens. You’ll

notice increased energy levels, an improved body image, and better sleep. Be a doer, not a

watcher, and redefine your purpose to achieve fitness goals you never thought possible]Every

day, I help people transform their lives from good to great, helping my clients reach their

highest potential using my power yoga for sports philosophy to Attain fitness, find Balance,

Create goals, and Define personal happiness in work, school, family, and life the way only an

intuitive yogi and seasoned mom can. Now let’s get started building the body you’ve always

wanted!You have made the decision to move towards a better, healthier life and you are now

ready to embark on this journey with me. I am so proud of you for taking the first steps and

empowering yourself. Let’s talk about the types of moves you will be doing and why, and also

go over some do’s and don’ts to expedite your results.Types of MovesBody Sculpting with Yoga

utilizes an original hybrid yoga system that I developed, which takes the best aspects of my

Power Yoga for Sports system, hybrid yoga, and VYX™ (Vinyasa Yoga Extreme).The Power

Yoga for Sports system caters to athletes of varying fitness levels, ranging from weekend

warriors to professional athletes. The workouts are designed to enhance an athlete’s

performance and prevent injury by bringing awareness to their body and considering their

training cycle, as well as utilizing specific yoga routines that are designed for the athlete’s sport

and position. All of this helps the athlete utilize their training time to the fullest. Power Yoga for

Sports uses six training principles—balance, strength, flexibility, mental toughness, focus, and

breathing—to get players to the next level.Hybrid yoga is a type of yoga that incorporates the

discipline and asanas, or poses, of traditional yoga and adds other training techniques such as

weights, resistance bands, high-impact movement, jumping, plyometric-inspired moves, physio-

balls, and much more to increase results and transform bodies. The focus of Body Sculpting

with Yoga is to utilize the flow and physical benefits of yoga classes, while upping the game by

adding traditional weightlifting moves and hybridized yoga poses that keep you engaged and

moving.The biggest challenge is utilizing VYX™ during your workout. This is a concept I

trademarked, which involves attaching wrist weights and ankle weights, and even wearing a

weighted vest, to increase the effectiveness of your most common yoga moves. By wearing the

extra weight on your body, you get all the benefits that yoga has to offer coupled with the

benefit of weight-resistance moves, which increases the difficulty, burns more calories.With the

combined benefits of the Power Yoga for Sports system, hybrid yoga, and VYX™, the Body

Sculpting with Yoga workouts will:&f Increase bone density with resistance work&f Build muscle&f

Burn more fat, even at rest&f Add cardio training to your yoga&f Keep you challenged and

motivated&f Streamline your yoga training&f Speed up resultsTypes of YogaAshtangaAshtanga

is based on ancient yoga teachings, but it was popularized and brought to the West by Pattabhi

Jois in the 1970s. It’s a demanding style of yoga that follows a specific sequence of postures

and links every movement to a breath. This is a sweaty, physically challenging

practice.HathaHatha yoga is a generic term that refers any type of yoga that teaches physical

postures. Hatha classes generally provide an introduction to the yoga postures and, depending

on the teacher, can either be a basic or an advanced practice.Hot YogaHot yoga is performed

in a heated room, similar to Bikram-style yoga. The difference between Bikram and hot yoga is

that the hot yoga studio usually heats the room to 80-90°F and teaches whatever sequence

they want. Bikram is specific to a 104°F room and teaches the same 26 poses in the same

order for every class and teacher.IyengarIyengar yoga was developed and popularized by

B.K.S. Iyengar. This is a very meticulous style of yoga, with utmost attention paid to finding the

proper alignment in a pose. An Iyengar studio will stock a wide variety of blocks, blankets,

straps, bolsters, and a rope wall.RestorativeRestorative yoga is a way to relax the body and



mind. Restorative classes use bolsters, blankets, and blocks to prop students in passive poses

so that the body can experience the benefits of a pose without having to exert any effort. This

is what I do with the New York Giants after every Monday night game.VinyasaVinyasa is the

Sanskrit word for “flow,” and Vinyasa classes are known for their movement-intensive practices.

Vinyasa teachers choreograph their classes to smoothly transition from pose to pose, and

often play music to keep things lively.The Meaning of YogaOxford Dictionary defines yoga

as:“A Hindu spiritual and ascetic discipline, a part of which, including breath control, simple

meditation, and the adoption of specific bodily postures, is widely practiced for health and

relaxation.”Simply put, yoga is the simplest form of non-judgment and brings together the

connection between body, mind, and spirit through movement. With the hybrid approach to

yoga found in Body Sculpting with Yoga, you can adjust your yoga routine to fit into your own

life and get the most results in the least amountDo’s and Don’ts of the Body Sculpting with

Yoga WorkoutDO:If working out on your own:• Find a quiet space where you will not be

disturbed• Wear comfortable clothing that will allow movement• Shut down your electronics to

eliminate distraction• Bring a mat and any other props you may needIf taking a class:• Arrive

10 minutes early• Introduce yourself to your teacher and update them on any injuries, past and

present• Create your intention (what you wish to accomplish from the class that day)• Be silent,

so you can be more aware of your body• Bring a towel, your own mat, and any props such as

blocks or straps• Wear comfortable and loose clothingDON’T:If working out on your own:•

Allow other people in the room with you• Eat right before starting• Rush through; take time for

yourself• Forget to drink waterIf taking a class:• Bring a cell phone or any other distraction•

Create expectations• Arrive late• Eat one to two hours before class (instead, eat lightly after

class)• Succumb to distraction• Push through pain

Yoga Sequencing: Designing Transformative Yoga Classes, Teaching Power Yoga for Sports,

The Joy of Yoga: Fifty Sequences for Your Home and Studio Practice, Chair Yoga: Accessible
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Essential Poses and Sequences for Balanced Energy, Teaching Yoga Beyond the Poses: A

Practical Workbook for Integrating Themes, Ideas, and Inspiration into Your Class, Yoga: The

Top 100 Best Yoga Poses: Relieve Stress, Increase Flexibility, and Gain Strength (Yoga

Postures Poses Exercises Techniques and Guide For Healing Stretching Strengthening and

Stress Relief)

Elizabeth B., “Gwen Lawrence rocks!. This book pairs perfectly with Gwen's Fit Body Yoga.

More poses and variations!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. The most comprehensive and helpful all around Yoga manual

Ive ever read and used”

Jane Byrne, “A great and inspiring book. A great and inspiring book. The pictures and the

descriptions of the poses are first rate. This book is the real thing, not a gimmick, and has

already helped me immensely with my chronic back ache.  I highly recommend it.”
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dd, “Five Stars. It's easy to read & follow”

Peg Hale, “Five Stars. great”

Nick B., “Gwen is Hot!!. Hats off to Gwen. This book is packed with amazing photos and yoga

content. Keep this close by as daily reference guide.”

Rosemarie Hart, “Five Stars. HAve Not finish reading”

The book by Gwen Lawrence has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 24 people have provided feedback.
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